You are interested in working and studying at the IKG? You are interested in pursuing your own studies, joining a
research project to work with us for a time, or you have received a grant and would like to use it to visit the IKG? The
IKG welcomes visiting researchers and interns. We can provide you with workspace, academic support and
discussions, and collaboration on research projects. We can also help you with practical arrangements such as
accommodation, visa, etc.
The IKG cannot, however, itself offer any grants for visiting researchers and interns. Visiting researchers need to be
self-supported, or to have adequate funding (such as Alexander von Humboldt Foundation, DAAD, etc.).
To support your request, please help us:
1. Check the website (www.uni-bielefeld.de/ikg) and the projects of the IKG,
2. Answer the questions below (max. 3 pages),
3. Safe your application as: appl_lastname_firstname.pdf and send it to kurt.salentin@uni-bielefeld.de;
cc: ikg@uni-bielefeld.de.
4. Attach a short CV to your e-mail,
5. If you already have a grant application or an exposé, please attach it too,
We will get back to you as soon as we have had time to discuss your application.

Name

e-mail

What are you applying for?
Visiting Researcher in a specific IKG project
Visiting Researcher with my own project linked to an IKG research area
What is the status of your funding?
I intend to apply for a grant to stay at IKG
I have a grant and am looking for a place to conduct research
What are your Qualifications
Bachelor
Master
PhD
Postdoc

Other
Language skills

What is your research question and interest? (max. 500 words)

Do you want to carry out your own (empirical) project at the IKG? If yes, please briefly outline your
project shortly (research question, background, design; max. 500 words)

Which is your disciplinary focus (sociology, psychology, law, history, ethnology etc.)?

What is your methodological approach (qualitative, quantitative, comparative research, single case
studies, etc.; max. 500 characters)

Do you have an interest in a specific project listed at www.uni-bielefeld.de/ikg? (max. 500 characters)

Do you need personal
supervision by a professor (e.g.,
to graduate)?

Which discipline should that be in?

Yes
No
If you are interested in working with specific individuals at IKG please mention their names and we will
put you in touch.

Do you have any specific needs to work at IKG? (max. 500 characters)

Don’t forget to attach your CV!
You are welcome to send us any manuscripts, exposés, grant proposals that would help us to understand
your application. The more information we have the better we can evaluate your request.

